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HITZZ COMITTEE..NAPPYBOY! Hey...yeah..Hey...yeah
hmmmm
OH OH OH NO NO OH OH OH NO NO yeah

Yung Joc
I Know just what you like,
you say the swagger's nice till your boyfriend take
a hike we can bug a boos on ice,
hop in the whip feel them pipes I take a lil trip through
the city at night like don't stop get it get it guarantee
to ---- you right I can get you what you like what
you sippin put it on ice I consist but you intice flick
my wrist and put your wrist on ice

Asia Cruise
Baby I think it's time I tell you the truth,
hey cuz I think I'm in love with your swagger and not
you, cuz the way you walk and talk is so provocative
boo, and I'm a lady when I'm in your Mercedes and
that's
cool but it's safe to say I

Asia Cruise & T-Pain
Think I'm in love with the things that you got,
yea that's what makes you hot not you and I don't mean
to be mean but that seems to be the truth,
I think I'm in love with your swagger uh uh uh uh uh
your swagger uh uh uh uh uh your swagger uh uh uh uh
your swagger uh uh uh hey HEY!

Asia Cruise
I'm not sayin' that I'm tellin' you lies,
cuz I got love for you but I'm in love with the things
you drive, cuz all of your clothes is so fly but when
you go by you don't look so fly in 'em but baby if
you go buy new rims for yo ride I will gladly slide up in
it because I

Asia Cruise & T-Pain
Think I'm in love with the things that you got,
yea that's what makes you hot not you and I don't mean
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to be mean but that seems to be the truth,
I think I'm in love with your swagger

Yung Joc
Hold up, cut this music, you mean that all this while,
I been thinkin' you love me,
was more like my -----style,
WOW, you love my lavish habits,
my large bank accounts,somebody dial 911 like Chris
Brown I'm about to take her down,
just kiddin' but you really can't blame her,
I'm black, young, rich and famous,
look, I'm down to earth unlike these other entertainers,
my daddy raised a G,my mama prayed for me,
now I'm hoppin' on and off the PJ just to get me from
A to B, hate to say it but they hate to see,
the way chicks grill and take to me,
snap my finger, bring that cake to me,
number one they can't wait to be,
like don't stop, get it get it,
you want it come and get it,
tell it, what ya wanna hear, go introduce ya to
somebody hear

Asia Cruise & T-Pain
Said I Think I'm in love with the things that you got,
yea that's what makes you hot not you and I don't mean
to be mean but that seems to be the truth,
I think I'm in love with your swagger uh uh uh uh uh
your swagger uh uh uh uh uh your swagger uh uh uh uh
your swagger uh uh uh hey HEY!
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